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ABSTRACT 
This Thesis i s  an evaluation of the first year of an i nstruct­
ional media intern program i n  northeastern Illinois. -near Chicago. 
Included as part of the evaluation i s  a description of the program 
i n  video cassette format. The s cript of the recording i s  one part 
of thi s  paper. A copy of the video cassette is on file at The 
Audio Visual Center , Eastern Illinois University and with the 
author . 
There were e i ght i nterns in the first year's pro�ra� 1urin� 
the 1973/74 s chool year. Each intern had an imme�iatP. sup�-rv1sor 
who was a media special ist in the district. The�e were thrP.e �is­
trict coordinators involved in the pro�r�m, one from each of the 
part i c ipating s chool districts a Palatine F.lementary School Di strict 
#15, Mt. Prospect High School District #214, and Will iam Rainey 
Harper Community College District. Two profess ors from Eastern 
Illinois University directed the intern program and taught most 
of the extension courses i n  the area. 
The main purpose of the media i ntern program was to provide 
the intern with opportuniti es for gaining practical experiences 
in the operation of a school media center, while also providing 
the cooperating s chool with profess i onal media expertise throu�h 
the intern. Another purpose was to provi�e the opportunity �or thP. 
i ntern to gain university credits through courses tau�ht in the 
area. Both the main purpose and the secon�ary purposP. WP.re ac­
complished. 
The evaluation of the i ntern program was c onducted through 
the use of survey questi onaires. A slightly different form of 
the i nstrument was used with persons at each of the four levels 
of part i c i pation1 the i ntern level, the supervisor level, the 
coordinator level and the program or university level. 
Results of the surveys indi cated the greatest value of the 
program to be the on-the-job exposure to s chool media activities. 
Coursework was taught by extens ion throu�h F.astern Illinois 
Universi ty. Several courses were identified as being most wo�th­
while, they i ncluded Media Systems, Administ�ation and Sup�r­
vision, and Television Production. 
The following problems were among those identified during 
the evaluations certai n  courses were too loosely structured, 
there was a general lack of time to devote to both coursework and 
work activities i n  the school , and the i ntern salary was insuf­
ficient for existence i n  the metropolitan area. 
Suggestions offered to improve future i ntern programs i ncluded 
more planning and admini strative preparation prior to the begin­
ning of the year, greater i ntern i ncome, reduced course load, and 
the i dentification of definite program objectives . 
The program was seen as a success in s o  far as �ost of th� 
interns were able to gain a great deal of personal experience 
directly involved i n  an ongoing school media program . The i nterns 
functioned, to an extent and at various times, in a supervisory 
pos i t i on, i n  a production positi on, and i n  a faculty cons ultant 
position. This variety seemed to provide a well rounded set of 
professional experiences for the i nterns. 
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I 
Intron uct1 on 
The 1 nternsh1p has trad1t1onallv b��n elos�ly aR�netatP.� with 
the field of med i cine. Yet , the concept of 1nternsh1p 1.s q �nun� 
education concep t ,  bringing together extensive e�ucational prep­
aration with elaborate profess i onal work si tuations under a struc­
ture of guidance and superv i s i on .  In recent years , many profes­
sional roles have i ncorporated the i nternship into the formal 
preparation of the indivi dual for his/her profes s i on ,  be i t  medi­
cine, social work , or education, The internship in instructional 
media offers both an opportunity for cont1 nuin� formal course work 
toward a graduate degree and the opportuni t v  for obta1 n1n� pro­
fes s i onal experience i n  the fieln . 
The activities of an instructional rne�ia sp�nial!�t �rP qu1tP 
d.iverse . He/she i s  at times a �eneral i s t, �P.rfor�1n� a w1�P 
variety of activities with pP.ople in �.ifferent sub1P.rt SPP.�t�lt1e�. 
Yet, the media person is usuqlly referre� to as a spP. c lalist bP.­
cause of having a unique command of sys tema t i cally ident i fying And 
i�plementing spec i f i c  learning strategies and materials for given 
educational si tuations . 
Preparatory studies in the media field i nvolve t he instruct­
ional proces s ,  communi cation theory , and the operation of a great 
diversity of media equipment . In add i t i on ,  the media spec ialist 
i s  often found i n  an a��inistrative pos i t i o n ,  but perfo'.r"lin� what 
1 
.. 
could be considered service responsibilities for a faculty. It 
see�s that an instructional media specialist can best· he thought 
of i n  one of two ways, e i ther he/she i s  truly a specialist in 
several distinct areas or he/she is a �eneralist, fully capqblP. 
i n  each of the areas which �ive rise to instructional �P.�1e. In 
e i ther event , the �e1iq specialist faces a co�nlex r,hallPn�P. 
There i s  so�e �i sagreemP.nt among mP.mbers of the n�ofP.�si on 
as to what the primary role of the media specialist ou�ht to be, 
in what ways he/she ought to function i n  a school, how he/she ought 
to change as the profession changes and as the school i n  which 
he/she i s  in changes. There i s  agreement, though, with regard to 
the preparation of the media specialist ln the need for sott'ld 
educational theory tied together with practical experience from 
real s i tuations. The i nternship satisfies these needs. 
In theory , an i ntern in instructional med i� ou�ht to bP. 
provided with a hands-on working experience ov�r a pe�io� o� ti �e, 
such as a school year , within an e�ucational 1nRt1tut1on. f.ho 
intern ought to be provided with resnons1blP. an� coo��\nRt0� 
guidance from experienced instructional �e�ia spec1�11sts , rPal 
experiences which directly i nvolve the intern i n  the �ay to �ay 
situations encountered by an instructional media specialist, the 
opportunity to further develop skills acquired i n  prior course 
work , and the opportunity to develop new instructi onal skills 
through the internship experiences. 
To a large extent such situations existed for ei ght media in­
terns in northeastern Illinois. These individuals part i c i pated in 
an internship program sponsored by the FaRt��n Illinois TJn1vP�R1tv 
Instructional Media Department and thP. coop�rqt1n� s�hnol �1Atr1�t� 
in the area: District ¥15 in Palatine, Illinois, District H2t4 
in Mount Prospect, Illinois and the William Painey Harper Community 
College District/Harper College in Palatine, Illinois. This study 
ls an evluatlon of the first year of the program, from August, 
1973 to June, 1974. 
Purposes 
1. To describe the Instructional Media Intern Program on video 
tape, with respect to the purposes, scope and the potential 
of the program, 
2 .  to conduct a survey of the participants ann �ake a compAr1Aon 
of the goals and objectives of the pro�ra� with thos� areom­
plished by the internsa 
). to identify si�nificant characteristics of the pro�ram, both 
positive and negatives 
4. to make recommendations for successive years• programs based 
on the attitudes expressed by the participants and the col­
lected data from the first year's program. 
Questions 
1. What are the purposes, scope and potential of the Instruction­
al Media Intern Program? 
2. Did each of the interns complete the ob1ect1vP-s o� th� 
program? 
). What aspects of the pro�ram cqn be 1��nt1f1An as b�1n� �o�t 
professionally beneficial to the pRrticipants of the prn��a�? 
4, What problems arose during the year which hinnered the smooth 
functioning of the program? 
4 
5. I n  what ways can the program be chan�ed to provi�e a better 
total experience for the intern? 
Delim i tat ions 
rhis study involved those schools participating in the 
Intern Program , namely Distri c t  #15 in Palatine,  Illinois; Distri c t  
#214 in Mount Prospec t ,  Illinois and the William Rainey Harper 
Communi ty College District in the vicinity of Palatine,  Illino i s .  
Limitations 
This study is limi ted by the accuracy �n� �e�rPA nf op�nnP.s� 
the parti c i pants d i s played in completing the survP.vs , ann by th� 
author's abi l i ty and avail�ble resourr.es i n  produ�1n� a vt�•o 
tape of suff i c i ent qual i ty to effectively explAin thP. progr�� . 
Methods 
1. Conversations were held wi th the i n terns and the coordinators 
in order to become acquainted w i th the indivi duals and 
to formulate ideas to be included in the survey . 
2. 35mm slides were taken showing the interns at work , the 
class sessions , and other related scenes . 
), Further vis i ts to the interns at work were ma�P. to �ain 
add i t ional informat i on an� visual support for t�e v1��0 
tape prod uction. 
4. A survey ques t i onnaire was 1evelope� pPrt�lntn� to th0 
evaluative purposes of this stu�y (See Append1�). 
5 .  The survey was examined by ind ividuals knowler�ablA in 
survey questionnai res and instructional med i a .  
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6 .  Copies of the surveys were sent to each of the interns , the 
coordinators , and supervisors with a return requested for 
within ten days. 
?. A 1ooi response was insured by a personal v1s1t to anyone 
not returning the survey. 
8. Upon return of the survey ,  the i nformation was or�Qn1z�� 
into meaningful segments or categori�s. 
9. A description and analys i s  of the s urvP.y �ata w�s com�11P.� 
including the identification and e�planatinn of the progra��R 
objectives , the specific problems that were reportP.� to 
have had a hindering effect on the functioning of the pro­
gram. and the specific aspects of the program which were 
reported to have been the most professionally benefi cial to 
the i nterns . 
10. Recommendations for changes i n  the next year's and succeed­
ing years' programs were made based on the information 
compiled i n  the study. 
11. During the development of the analys i R  of the survPv �ate, 
the video tape production continue�. Interns' com�P-nt� 
and discussions were recorrtea on au� i o  tap�. 
12. A script for the production was �raftPd and r�v1se�. 
1). Other additional vi sual support was prepared to support the 
content of the production. 
14. The script was finalized. 
15. The video tape was produced i n  the Harper College television 
studio. 
II 
Method and Procedures 
rhe video tape describing the intern program was developed 1n 
several distinct stages .  These included the writing of the script ,  
the collecting of audio support from the parti c i pants to be used 
as inserts within the body of the narration, the collecting of 
visual support, and finally, the producing of the video tape 
i n  the Harper College televis i on studio. 
The script was actually written and revised �u�tn� an� follow­
ing the preparation of the audio anrt visual support. It wes 
written to 1�entify and describe aspP.cts of the pro���� ��o� thP 
three levels or districts i n  which the interns work�rtz thP 
elementary level , the ht�h school level, and the co��unity colle�e 
level. In additi on, the narration was intended to briefly describe 
the overall program , the classes , the pos itive aspects , problems 
encountered ,  and the potential of the program . 
The audio support from the partici pants was obtained by visit­
ing each i n  hi s/her school, asking him/her questions , and re­
cording his/her responses onto tape. 
The questions to the interns includedz 
1. Whgt were your typical res po�s1b111t1�s and qctivitiea in 
your position? 
2. Did you accompli sh any special projects �u�1n� thP. v��r? 
If so, describe . 
6 
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J. What was your opinion of the classes? 
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4. What is the most important thing you'll take with vou fro� 
the pro�ram� 
5. What advice do you have for future intP.rns? 
These que s t i ons were followed by an opportunity to ad� any othP.r 
comments desired. 
The supervisors and coordinators were asked s im i lar questions 
which included 1 
1. �hat i s  the intern program as you perceive i t? 
2. What were some of the interns' activities and responsibil­
i t i es? 
J. What do you think i s  the most bene ficial thin� the interns 
will take with them es a result o f  this  program? 
4. What advice can you offer to future in terns? 
The coordinators and supervisors were 11kew1Re �iven an opportun1tv 
to present any other commP.nts �esirea. 
After all of the part i c i pants w�re t�pP�, the c�mment� w0ro 
reorganized by ques t i on onto individual reels. That i s ,  �a�h rePl 
contained all comments to a given que s t i on .  
The video tape program was to begin with taped comments of 
a general nature about the internship. then move into more 
specifi c in formation about activi ties at each level through taped 
interview inserts and narration. The production was to then 
include narration describing some of the problems encountered 
during the year, followed by a concludin� summary. Th� tapP. was 
to end with brief excerpts from the interviews offP.r1n� a��,1 �e to 
future intern s .  
I 
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·rhe final revisions of the script were made to accommodate 
this sequence . The audio tapes were then edited to support and 
fit into the narration.  As indicated visually at the beginning 
o f  the video tape , the comments presented were first hand co�­
ments made by the participants in the intern pT"oQ:ram. Frt1t1n'2: wa.s 
done for the sake of brevity on ly , ann did not chan'2:P t hP- i��a 
of the original comment. 
The visual support (slides) was gathPrPrt from p�o1P�t� the 
interns did during the year and from other visuals shot or 
graphically prepared by the writer/producer . In most sequences the 
visuals offered direct support , that is, c larification or illus tra­
tion to the audio portion . 
The narration was recorded onto audio tape in one session in 
the t elevision studio audio booth. Appropriate music was found 
and musical segments were recorded onto a cartridge tRpe; 
All of the audio portions were mixed or r�cor�ed o�to one 
audio master tape. Th�t is , the na�ra t 1 on, t he ed1t�� nom�P-nt�,  
and the music were all  recorden onto one m�st,�� tApP �or�P.spn��1,,� 
to the script. Finally, usin� a studio �emer� an� t.hrPP �li�P 
sources , the video and audio w�re recorde� onto video t�pP.. 
·rhe survey instruments for the evaluation of thP. intern nro­
gram were constructed after the author, hims elf a participant in 
the program , had opportunities to observe and participate in the 
program for one semester. 
Four slightly different instruments were constructe d 1  one 
for the interns , another for their immediate supervisors , another 
for the three district coordinators , and another for the unive rsity 
director's level. 
I 
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The questions on each survey varied according to the pos ition 
of the participant (See Appendix). In general. however. each 
instrument attempted to gain certain specific tJpes of i nformations 
1. Personal identifi cation information such as name. title i f  
used , school or districts 
2. identifi cation of ob1ectives of the pro�ram &$ perceived 
by each individuala 
J. description of the activiti�s and �esponsib111t1�� nf th� 
intern , including classes and \�Pntif1�qt,on o� thP. ��st 
valuable aspects of the program: 
4. a description of specific problems which appea�ed to hind�r 
the smooth functioning of the programa 
5. sugge stions for changes in the se cond year 's program which 
would enhance the intern•s experience . 
In addition to the objective questions of a yes/no or multiple 
choice type, at the end of each survey there were op�n questions 
for subjective responses . This offere1 maximnm opportunity for 
the �espondents to identify all s ign i f i cant aspects of thP. oro«rqm 
in whatever way best su1ten his/her thou�hts. 
The surveys were revisea to better solicit �eanina�ul i nfor­
mation from each responnent. The nirPctor of thP in�t�u�tionAl 
med i a  department at F.astP.rn Illinois Unive�sity rPViPWPn copiPS of 
the surveys and su�geste1 minor revi s i ons which w�re incorporate� 
into the appropriate instruments. 
The surveys were then 1istributed to most of the participants 
during an evening clAss meeting. rime was given for the surveys to 
be completed immediately. Several individuals requested additi onal 
time to complete the surveys , and this was grante1. A couple of 
I 
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indivi duals who were not prPSQnt. at the class meetin� WP�P 
e i ther given the survey personally by the autho� or by anot�er 
participan t .  A l l  surveys were P.Ventaully returned to the 
author, i nclu�in� several by mai l .  
The surveys were grouped accord i ng t o  part icipant leve l s  
intern , supervisor, coordinator, program . rhe responses to each 
quest ion were compiled for comparison. The results of the 
surveys are reporte� i n  the Findings of the Evaluation . 
I 
Ill 
DESCRIFrION OF TH� INTERN PROGRAM 
rhe follow1n� is the scr1pt of th� vi�eo taD� Th� Instruct-
i onal Media I ntP,rn Program . The vid.en tap� , wh1 r-h r.tfll!SCl"i bPS thP 
first year of the i ntern proarRm i� rortheaster n !111nots. �A� 
produced in March, 1974. rhe script. 1nclu�es th� v1�eo supnort 
along s i de of the correspon�1ng narrat i on (1n all �ap1 t�1 l�ttPrs) 
or comments bv the program pPrt 1 c i pants (in unppr and i�wer rase 
letters ) .  A copy of thP. video tape, which 1s seventPen �inuteR 
long, is fi lP.d with the Audio Visual Center at E�stern I llinois 
UniVP,:rs 1 ty.  
The Instructional Menia I ntP.rn Pl"ogram 
Video 
"THE COfttwF.NTS PRE-
s�NrF.D IN THIS AC-
COUNT A�E FTRST HAN� 
INT�RN �RrGR�M. A 
STRO�TG EFFOBT iA/AS 
!'<iADE BY ·rHE wRITER/ 
PPODUCFR re DESCRIBE 
rHE INrFR'·l p�o�.;RA!Vl AS 
OB - JEC·1'J'TE i . • Y AS POSS!-
Audio 
�1 
I 
Video 
BLW . SOUND �n1r1NG 
WAS DONF �CR rHE FUR­
POSE OF BREVITY ONLY 
Ar .. o DID NOT CHANGE 
THE IDEA OF THF. ORIG­
INAL COMMµ-NT . "  
Nord ine 
l\'ord i ne 
" Instructional �edla 
Intern ProA;:ram" 
Be 1cek 
I ntP-rn 
RezR-bek 
12 
ThP activities that I have Pngaged in 
have been sort of supervis ing the audio 
vi sual progrem . In conjunction with the 
resource center people , the librarian and 
ai�. full time a i d ,  we decided how �e 
would deploy equipment and whRt type or a 
cir�ulation system we would use . 
1./ell, 1 t was suppnset1 to be q p�·oi:rl'i:lm •.rh..,,..,., 
the i ntern too� ovPr the qct1v1t1�s of t�o 
A. V .  d1r0ctol' a�n/o� hP-lP�� h1m aln�a. 
On the 1ob tl'a inin�. 
ThP primary resnon s 1 r111t1os WPre fil1 
d i str1 but1on , u�. the P.A. srt ups, tele­
vision pro�uction, the supervis ion of stud­
ent st�f f .  rhe prlm�ry objective of the 
intern pro�ram here at Forest View was 
to provide the intern with practical on 
the job erperience . The activ1t1P.s in­
volve� work or both pri�t ��ter1Bl , rt 1 s­
tr1but1n� mPn1a , �ronuc1n� ��ter1�1s ann 
p"T"o�t"ams ; also supor1·1 ... 1on o f  st11� - ,,ts 
cinri supe"T""i s 1 n� t�e n 1 s �..,.1 ru" ion s'·s tP.m . 
Video 
Dictionary 
Bob 
0Instr. Media 
Intern Program" 
Class 
Williams/films 
Cathy 
13 
Audio 
In �ener.'81 terms, the intel"n program is an 
advanced.graduate program that attempts at 
least to blend therP-tical studv of aurt1o 
visual and mertia eommuni�ations that in 
education with the practical approach to 
exactly how its done . 
It•a kind of like, uh , in comparison to a 
baseball player. It ' s  kind of like play­
ing in the major leagues before you get to 
play in the major leagues. 
WHAT You ·vE .JUST HEARD HAVE BEEN CvMMENTS 
FROM THE PARTICPANTS IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL 
MEDIA INTERN FROGRA"' OPERATING IN N0�THF.AST­
ERN ILLINOIS, NF.AR CHICAGO , 
THE INTF.RNS WF.RF ALL GRAnUATF. STtrnFNTS AND 
TOOK GRADUATE COURSFS IN INSTRUCTIO�AL 
MEDIA DURING THF. YEAR. THE! COURSFS WFRF 
OFFERED BY EXTENSION THROUGH EASTERKILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY 
DURING THE ONE YEAR INTERNSHIP ' ·rHE PAR'rICI­
PANTS WERE EXPOSED TO, AND INVOLVED IN, ·rHE 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE A - V 
DIREc·roR OR MEDIA SPECIALIST IN wHOSE SCHOOL 
THE INTERN WORKED. 
THE SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN TH14' P�0G�AM 0�­
FF.RED INVOLVF.fl'ENT IN VITUALLY ALL LF'""LS 
OF F.DUCATION, FRO"l THF �LFMFt.T A'RY LFVFt. Tn 
Video 
Nordine 
Students 
Projector 
Luke tich 
Bob 
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THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL, 
I will bring a projector or whatever to 
somebody ' s  classroom, not because that's 
my responsibility, but because I want to deve­
lop a relationship with that teacher, So 
that's the sort of way I used A. v .  to get 
to know the teachers and ge t them to �e-
pend on me, Another respons1b111tv which 
has taken a lot of my timP- is t�lev1s1on, 
It's sort of been my babv, aR fa� as supe�­
vising . Now the actual recor�1ng an� that 
has been done by our students in the T .  v .  
c lub, 
So a major activity of mine was organizing 
a T. v .  club, recruiting members, training 
them, and scheduling them into the times 
when they 're needed to perform tapings and 
playbacks and stuff like that, 
rHE �EDIA PROG11AM DIRFCTO� FO� DISr�ICT· 1� 
. 
IS CAROLYN BOHBF.R, 
The intern who was almost full time in thP­
one building really se�s th� op��ation of 
that building in depth, He's �ore a part 
of the professional staff of that bttl lding, 
and accepted as such, and was able to form 
closer relationships with teachers to make 
them dependant on him for many services, 
Video 
Baker 
Luketich 
Baker 
Mt. Prespect 
Oswald 
15 
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I just think the elementary school exper­
ence in itself 1s an advanta�e. 
MIKF. BAKF.R, TF.LF.VISION PROPUCTION SUPERVISOR, 
I think there's a potential here in elemen­
tary e ducation which is sometimes overlook­
ed, Because we are elementary , we aren't 
quite up with the higher education people 
as yet, But I think we have more of a 
potential and more of an advantage because 
we have teachers who are willing to learn, 
who are willing to design programs, once 
given the leadership and the expertise, 
And if a person is lookin� for that tvp� 
of challenge, I think the elemPntarv school 
district is the way to �o·w1th it ann I 
think the interns sensed that as time went 
on. 
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT 214 IN MOUNT PROSPECr, 
ILLINOIS ALSO HAD SEVERAL INTERNS DURING 
THE YEAR. IT PROVIDED THE PARTICIPAN·rs NOT 
ONLY THE OPPOR1'UNI'rY TO WORK CLOSELY WI ·rH 
THE MEDIA DIRECTOR IN A HIGH SCHOOL, BUT 
ALSO TO PARTICIPATE IN PRODUCTION ACTIVIT­
IES AT THE DISTRICT P110DUCTION S�BVICF 
F ACILI1'IF.S. 
DAVF. OSWALD IS THF DIRFCTOR OF MFPIA SFR­
VICES AT ELK GBOVE HIGH SCHOOL AND FXPLAIN­
ED HOW AN INTERN'S RESPONSIBILITIES DF.VELOP 
Video 
Be jcek 
Be jcek 
Bejce·k 
Be jcek 
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DURING THE YEAR, 
There is one area of understand.in� funct1on-
1ng or awareness of certain types of act-
i vi t1 es that take place 1n the au�1o 
visual office. There is another area where 
the student of the intern will have a degree 
of practice with the aetivit� and the 
third breakdown would be responsibility for. 
I would say ( t here) are two important 
things I will take with mea one is exper­
ience, I think1which ls rather obvious, and 
the other would be insight into problems 
you may encounter or run in t o .  
AL BEJCEK WAS THE INTERN AT F'LK GBOVF. HIGH 
SCHOOL. 
A guest artist mi�ht come in an� talk o� 
speak or perform where you would video-tape 
them or audio-record them and where you got 
a chance to meet some of these people . 
You develop a working relationship, and you 
can see where your boundaries are, at least 
I could in this school or in the high 
school district, Well, you learn the 
political- system of a schools also who does 
what for you, and how to get this done this 
way if you can't get it done that way. It's 
an insight. 
Video 
Miller 
Jet 
O'Hare 
Media Circ Area 
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CHUCK MILLER IS THE MEDIA COORDINATOR FOR 
THE HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT AND HAD THESE 
COMMENTS ABOUT THE INTERN PROGRAM. 
I made a parallel or an analogy to the 
students involved in this year's pro�ram 
comparing the program w� have here with the 
desire on the part of a number of me�1eal 
interns to �et into the lar�est city hospital 
they could ror the course or their intern-
ship. Those medical students going into 
big city hospitals, especially in the slum 
areas, will, in the course of a year or a 
year and a half, encounter more in the way 
of medical problems and communicable dis­
eases and so forth, than they would in 
fifteen years in some small downstate or 
county hospital somewhere els�. I think the 
same thing applies to this intern pro�ram 
we have. 
In the course or one school year the 1nvolv�­
ment those people have h�re by d�s1�n for 
the most part, but certainly by coincidence 
for some part of it, will expose them to 
more aspects of media for.public schools 
than they would encounter in six, eight, or 
ten years in other locations. 
WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER CO�MUNITY COLLEGE IN 
Video 
Rezabek 
LRC a t  night 
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PALATINE ALSO PARTICIPATRD IN THE INTERN 
PROGRAM. CALVIN STOCKMAN, DIRECTOR OF· RE­
SOURCES SERVICE IN THE LEARNING RESOURCES 
CEN'rER AT HARPER, EXPLAINED THE ROLE OF THE 
COLLEGE INTERN. 
Resources �ervice has responsibility for the 
circulation and utilization of all media 
materials. print and non-print. What this 
means is, typically, that we hanale circu­
lation and utilization for both thP. librarv 
and the audio visual operations. An� the 
intern that was with us this year ha� an 
opportunity to be involved in the activities 
of both a typical library operation, but 
also, an audio-visual operation. He was 
expected, for example, to be the profession­
al perso� on duty in the eve nings, handling 
specific problems that came up that wouldn't 
be able to be resolved by c lassified 
personnel. We expected him, for example, 
to interact with faculty about specific 
teaching problems, to assist us 1n th� train­
ing of classifierl staff and the schP.dul1n� 
of students, e tc. Well, the responR1b1lit1P.s 
essentially are that of a supervisor in a 
learning resources center at a junior 
college. 
Video 
Rezabek 
Short 
John 
Jim/Art 
Luke/Jim 
Luke 
Jim 
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That I found particularly interesting too. 
I was a problem solver, 1n part, and that 
experience in itself was really good. 
ROGER'S SUPERVISOR, RON SHORT, FELT THAT 
THE INTERNSHIP WAS VERY GOOD PREPARATION 
FOR A ROLE IN MEDIA. 
We did put Roger in a total supervision of 
the circulation procedure, and I think it's 
a very active one, and p�actically any 
situation that wouln come up in a mP-dia 
field, why, Ro�er should hav� ha� some e�­
posure to it. 
EACH INTERN COULD SAY THAT HIS FXPERIENCES 
DURING THE YEAR wERE UNIQUE COMPARED TO 
THOSE OF ANOTHER IN·rERN IN ANOTHER SCHOOL. 
MOST AGREED ON THE MOST VALUABLE PAR'£ OF 
THEIR IN'rERNSHIP1 ·rHE REAL wORKING EXPERI­
ENCE THEY RECEIVED. BUT EACH TENDED TO 
VIEW THAT EXPERIENCE IN A DIFFERENT VEIN. 
The experience of being in a district like 
this. This junior hi�h 1s twice as la��e 
as the hi�h school I �rartuat�� from. An� 
they have the equipm�nt, The�A's 1ust no 
comparison. You meet a, vou know, you hav� 
a chance to work with equipment that you 
might never work with again. 
The people I've met, the people I've had 
a chance to work with. And I've gotten to 
Video 
Kathy 
Rezabek 
Bob 
Class 
Forest View 
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know all the teachers and Mr. Miller, you 
know, kind of the big honchoes and the little 
honchos 1n A. V. 
The shock of going into a school as maybe 
a first year teacher or first year media 
instructor, has been muffled. Because I 
know what•s happend1ng now. And. I know how 
to work around people. And flattery an� 
politics are the essence of the educational 
system today. 
The experience of being in a job for the 
whole year. You're responsible for certain 
things, and these responsibilities are the 
same as if you held a job without taking 
any courses at all during the year. And 1t•s 
just the fact that you sort of double your 
load and take courses too. And they call it 
an internship, but it's reallv a job. And 
that is the most important thin�, vou have 
a job for a year. 
THF.RF. WF.RE PROBLEMS WHICH DFVFLOPFD DtWif-.TG 
THE YF.AR. SEVERAL INTERNS FF.LT THF. COURSFS 
OFFERED LACKED STRUCTURE, SAYING THEY WERE 
TOO OFTEN JUST DISCUSSION SESSIONS. 
ONE INTERN wHO ENTERED THE PROGRAM A·r A 
RELArIVELY LATE DAr� wAS AO�UALLY HIRED 
BY THE SCHOOL AS A PARAPROFESSIONAL INS'rEAD 
Video 
Street 
Group 
District 214 
Kathy 
Baker/Class 
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OF AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA INTERN, AND, 
AS A RESULT ENCOUNTERED A HIGHER DEGREE OF 
CLERICAL TASKS ·rHAN MOST OF THE OTHER IN­
TERNS. THE SALARY WAS LOW. FOR MOSr, 16 
HUNDRED DOLLARS PER SEMESTER. THAT WAS 
CONSIDERED No·r ADEQUATE BY THE IN'TERNS ' TO 
LIVE IN THE AREA. BUT IT WAS THE SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS THEMSELVES WHO WERF. FUNDING THF. 
PROGRAM. 
THERE WF.RE ALSO CONFLICTS OF TIMF.. IN MOST 
CASES, THE INTERN ACTUALLY WORKFD AS A FULL 
TIMF. MEDIA SPECIALIST, IN ADDITION TO TAK­
ING A FULL LOAD OF COURSES. 
MANY OF THE PROBLEMS �HICH DID OCCUR #ERE 
CAUSED BY THE FACT THAT ·rHIS WAS 'fHE FIRS·r 
YEAR OF A PILOT PROGRAM. BUT WHILE � 
PROBLEMS WERE SETTLED IN STRIDE DURING THE 
YEAR, o·rHERS COULD NOT BE SETTLED, SUCH AS 
LOW INTERN SALARY. 
DESPITE THF. PROBLE�S AND FRUSTRATIONS THAT 
WERE ENCOUNTF.RF.D NONE OF THF PABTICIPANTS 
IN THF. PROGRA� SAID THFY WOULD TRADF. THFIR 
INTERNSHIP FOR A YEAR TAKING COUBSF.S AT A 
UNIVERSITY. ALL HAD SOMF. SUGGESTIONS THOUGH 
FOR FUTURE INTERNS IN INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA. 
MIKE BAKER, ·rELEVISION SUPERVISOR OF DIS­
TRIC·r 15 SUMMARIZED HIS FEELING ABOUT THE 
Video 
TV Class 
Bob 
Williams 
Luke 
"Instructional Media 
Intern Program" 
"Written and Produced 
by Roger Rezabek� 
Audio 
POTENTIAL OF THE MEDIA INTF.RN. 
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I think you can see the potential of the 
intern program, not only in the assisting 
us in the development of the program, but 
hopefully, their personal growth in the 
whole thing, It can be a real spring board, 
you know, for an intern if we work together 
on it. And it has to be that, you know, 
assisting them and them in turn assisting 
us. And working to�ether ana w1th that 
we're going to benefit and th�y're �oin� 
to benefit. I think th@ intern pro�ram has 
that potential built into it, which ts 
unique in itself. 
Then we 're crazy if we don '.t take advantage 
of it, you know, for the benefit of all. 
It's just too bad it's a one year program. 
I think that's a real disadvantage in it. 
Because you sort of get this working to­
gether and the interns get used to the pro­
cedure and we get used to them anrt the 
teachers get used to them, an� then thev're 
gone. Then we start all ov�r a�a!n� 
(no audio) 
I think I would have one key piece of advice, 
and that would bea visit all of the districts 
Video 
"Narrated by Peter 
Vander Haeghen" 
"Directed by 
Roger Rezabek" 
"Engineered by Roger 
Klmpland and Ron 
Osgood" 
"Photography by The 
Internsa Ed Nordine 
Don Luketlch 
Jim .Jackson 
Robert Prendergrast 
Cathy Prendergrast 
John Williams 
Al Bejcek 
Roger Rezabek" 
"The Cooperating 
Schools For Di strict 
15-Palatine , Illinois 
Carolyn Rohrer 
M ike Baker" 
"For Distri ct 214-�t. 
Prospect , Illinoi s 
Charles Miller 
Eric Bayles 
Audio 
in which you're contemplatin�. 
I think i f  they take the summer before and 
go to s chool and get the few bas ic courses 
that are needed. 
Maybe get some things in writing. 
Have lots of money saved up. This ls an 
expensive area to live in. 
Well I think i t  would be bene ficial to have 
the beginnin� courses. 
Gettin� �nto the program at an early enough 
stage , the prospective intern could take 
the introductory courses. 
You need to prepare yourself for a heav i ly 
populated urban area . 
I would ask them to become vP-ry punctual. 
The intern , I think , should come in with as 
Video 
Paul DeSchryver 
Dave Oswald 
Dave Sickles" 
"For Harper College­
Palat1ne, Illinois 
Calvin Stockman 
Ron Short 
Pete Vander Haeghen�-
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open a mind as possible. 
I advise that you be independent. And 
stand up for your rights , because that's 
the only way. And be aggressive. 
"Intern Program Direc- I would recommend that they find out ex-
torsa Dr. Gene w. actly what they're expected to do . 
Schole s ,  Dr. James 
J. Reynolds 
Eastern Illinoi s Univ." The intern who is cons1�er1n� the mer11a 
field must make more than a verbal com­
m i tment to the importance or improv1n� 
i nstruction. 
(fade to black) 
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FINDINGS OF THE EVALUATION SURVEYS 
There were eight graduate interns who participated in the in­
tern program. There also were seven supervisors of the interns and 
three district coordinators. Two Eastern Illinois University pro­
fessors functioned as directors of the intern program. 
Although funding for the intern positions came from the local 
school districts, administration of the program was by Eastern 
Illinois University , department of Instructional Media. The three 
distri cts involved werea District #15, Palatine, Illinois, n1str1ct 
#214, Mt. Prospect, Illinois and Harper Communitv Colleg� , Palatin�. 
Illinois. An intern coordinator was identified at each location. 
Each ot' the ei ght interns had a supervisor who commun icated fre­
quently with the respective district coordinator. Except for one , 
each of the supervisors was assigned one intern. One supervisor 
was assigned two i nterns. 
There were some d i fferences i n  the survey forms used with each 
level in the programa Intern, Supervise� Coordinator , and Program 
Director (See Appendix) . 
Results of the Intern Surveys 
E·ach of the eight graduate interns participated in the survev. 
Five of the e i ght reported no spe c i f i c  1ob title other than me�ia 
i ntern. One intern reported having a job title of Assistant Di rPnt­
or of Media,  one of Evening Supervisor of LRC/Media Circulation , 
25 
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and o�of Instructional Assistant. 
Five of the e i ght interns were pursuing a Master ' s  Degree, 
while three were�rsuing the Specialist in Education Degree or 
S i xth Year Degree. 
During the school year each intern attended formal classes. 
These were extension courses offered in the area by Eastern Illinois 
Universi ty or courses offered by near-by univers ities intended for 
transfer credit. The individual range of credit earned for the vear 
was reported as sixteen to twenty-five semester hours . The avera�e 
was just more than twenty semester hours or appro�i�ately seven 
courEeS during the two semesters. 
Two interns reported that the twenty and twenty-one semester 
hours respectively that they each completed were an appropriate 
load to given them a professionally beneficial intern experience. 
The other s i x  interns felt that fewer courses than the sixteen , 
e i ghteen, tw�nty-one, twenty-two, and twenty-five semester hours 
respectively would have given them a more professionally beneficial 
experience. 
As a general feeling, the classes attended by the intern were 
viewed as sat i sfactory in compari s on to on-campus courses taken 
pri or to the internship. One person felt the courses �P.fin1telv 
lacked in comparison, and six of the e1�ht felt the courses werP-
less than sati sfactory. The actual d i stribution is ind icateo below. 
(Although a five point scale was provided on the survey instrument 
three of the interns placed their marks between the line, thus 
actually a 9 point scale resulted). 
x x xx 
Lacking Satisfactory Outstan�ing 
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Specific courses listed by the interns as being the most 
professionally beneficial includeda 
TV Production--cited by four of the interns , 
Admini stration and S uperv1s ion--cited by four interns, 
Media Systems--cited by three interns, 
Photography--cited by two interns 
In addition , Advanced Media Design , Seminar, the Field Study , and 
a Library Science course taken at Northern Illinoi s University · 
duri ng the year were each cited by at least ore of the interns as 
being the most professionally bene ficial course. 
Reasons for the courses being s o  beneficial we�e typically 
giTen ass 
.  
ti 
ti 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
practi cal • Down to earth. " 
Contained good honest i n formati on." 
Courses had a real application to what I was doing." 
"
• • •  Real problems were discussed, and there was inter­
action with people involved professionally." 
ti 
.. 
• • • New material , well planned." 
• • • Systems course was the most beneficial because I 
actually didn't know a thing about the content. " 
The interns li ste d courses or units within a course, which thP.y 
felt were inappropriate or not beneficial to them. On� 1nte�n �1tP.� 
"all except the Systems course" as being inappropriate o� not bene­
ficial. Other cited Advance Media Des i gn ,  Seminar. and Systems 
as inappropriate or not beneficial. Two cited Special Problems 
as being not beneficial. Additionally , one intern cited the 
Designing Effective Instruction(a unit within the Systems Course) 
as being "a waste of time." And one intern felt there was some 
28 
duplication of material in the second semester's Admi nistrat i on 
coures. 
Reasons ci ted for a course not bein� appTopTiate or b�neficial 
included such comments ass 
" 
• • •  S pecial Problems could have been more beneficial by 
sharing research w i th each other at semester's end." 
" 
• • •  The lack of time to implement material was frustra­
t i ng. " 
.. • • • We needed less busy work and more time to work w i th 
willing teachers." 
One intern commented on Advance Media Design that the ''course 
seemed useless--(we) are allowed to use material • • • previ ously 
made , but some have done nothing new at all." And one intern 
responded that new instructors were needed and more course plannin� 
was necessary. 
There was some consistency in the respons�s to the quP.stion, 
Why d1d you become an Instructional Media Intern this year? Five 
speci fically listed the desire for j ob experience as the reason for 
the i r  entering the program , three responded in terms of working to­
ward a degree. Other comments i nvolved needing money, interest i n  
the f1eld of instructional media , to work wi th instructi onal tele­
vision and lack of a job. 
The obj ectives of the intern program were perceived different­
ly by the interns themselves, but in most cases ,  included one or 
several of the followingi 
t o  provide the intern w i th actual j ob expe riencP. tn 1nstuc­
tional media (six), 
to aid the cooperating districts by provirt1n� extra staffin� 
through the interns (six), 
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to expand the Eastern Illinois University Media Program 
and generate graduates in Instructional Media (two) , 
to provide Graduate Media Courses in this area for interns 
(two), 
to prepare Media Specialists (one), 
to experie nce the responsibility of a Media Position(one). 
Personal objectives identified by some of the interns in-
cluded the followings 
to find a full time job in media for next year (three), 
to learn as much as possible about media and implement it 
in a real school situation (two) , 
to work with instructional television, 
to get a full years experience in a school system, 
to meet people , 
to gain administrative experience in media. 
The responsibilites of the interns and some of the activities 
in which they participated includeda 
--Equipment delivery and P. A .  set ups (seven interns) 
--supervision of student aids (four) 
--materials production/photography (four) 
--consulting with teachers (four) 
--scheduling of equipment or materials (threP.) 
--television production (three) 
--equipment maintenance (three) 
--designing instruction or materials (two) 
--problem solving (two) 
--inventorying equipment or material (one) 
JO 
--preparing bid spe cifi cations (on e )  
--budget planning (one) 
--set up l i brary and audio vi sual servi ces i n  new school (one) 
--clerical duties (on e )  
--supervise media area (one) 
--develop staff meeting agendas ( one ) 
--offer l ibrary reference service (one) 
--advise on equipment purchases (one) 
As a general feeling most of the i nterns felt their activities 
corresponded to the objectives of the program. The actual d1str1bu­
tion of responses ranged from yes to partly, and appeared thus a 
x 
Yes 
x xx xxx 
Partly 
x 
The interns felt more negative than positive i n  response to 
the question .  Did you feel the intern program was organized and 
administered adequately? The actual response distribution was as 
follows a 
x x 
Partlv 
There was wide distribution of responses concP,rnin� thP. 
accessibi lity of adequate professional guidance ann assistance , 
The actual responses were as followss 
x xx xxx x x 
Always Most Times Sometimes Seldom Never 
Five of the ei ght interns felt there exist�d undesirable guidelines. 
constraints , or restrictions which affected themselves or the 
progi"am as a whole. Speci f i c  comments about the nature of the con-
stra1nts includeds 
"The classes were not up to standards. • " 
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"There was not enough time for creativity o r  professional 
innovation . " • • 
"We felt tied into the system too tightly with no leisure 
time. • • " 
"The Veterans Administration messed up educational support 
five months out of nine causing extreme financial hard-
ship. • • " 
"My supervisor considered me as strictly clerical help . . . .. 
Four of the interns were not married. Four were marrie� which 
included a married couple , both interns , and one marri�� i ntern with 
one child. 
In response to the question concerning adequacy of the intern ' s  
salary, one responded "barely , "  the others res ponded "no" and 
"absolutely not r "  The interns reported a gross monthly intern 
salary ranging from $225 per month over twelve months or $2700 per 
year to $650 per month over eight months or $5200 per year. 
Six of the eight interns reported additional income df some 
sort such as spouse worke d ,  or G .  I .  Bil l .  
The actual cost to the interns and families for living in the 
N.W. suburbs of the Chicago area ran�ed from �200 per month for an 
unmarried intern to t6oo per month for a marrie1 intern with a 
child. 
The last part of the survev asked the interns to commP.nt i n  B 
narrative fashion on signifi cant aspects of the pro�ram. Some 
comments , therefore , were repetitious of information given earlier 
in the survey. 
J2 
S pe c i f i c  points or aspects of the program whi ch seemed to 
detract most from the professi onal experience the interns were 
gett ing, involved a lack of time to do both course work and work 
with media at the i r  school ( i dentified by 4 interns as detracting 
the m o s t ) .  Other aspects ci ted included having repet i t i ous re­
sponsibilities  rather than freedom to explore i n  a learnin� 
experience ; s tatus equivalent to the cleri cal level instP.ad of th� 
profe s s i onal level ; a predominance of paper-type courses such as 
Thesi s ,  Field S tudy, Independant S tudy and S pecial Problems ; a 
lack o f  a formal ti tle and a contract in some eases ; a d i sappoint­
ment w i t h  the qual i ty of the classes • • 
The question dealing with aspects which seemed to hinder the 
smooth functioning of the program as a whole drew such comments as 
"Not well organi zed at the beginning of the year" ; "Uncertainty 
about what courses would be taught ,  when they would be taught , and 
by whom'' ; "Confusion and uncertainty about the program ' s  object­
ives " ;  " Lack of suffi cient funding" ; "lack of commun i cation be­
tween Eastern , the A ,  V .  director,  the interns an� the ni s trict 
Coordinator " ;  Confl icts  of t im e s  " Forty to f i f ty hours o f  work 
coupled with classes . "  
The aspects of the pro�ram perceived as the most profes s i onal­
ly bene fic ial centered around on the job experience ( c i ted by s i x  
interns ) .  This hands-on approach, they sai d ,  enabled them t o  gain 
confidence in running· a media program of the i r  own , supervise others , 
and operate on the college or district  level .  Other pos i tive 
aspects included meeting people , attending conventions , making 
contacts w i th prospective employers , and working with much excP-llent 
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equipment and with very capable and experience� m A d i a  pPopl e .  
Suggestions for changes to next year's pro�ram included pro­
viding more money for each intern ( cited by five ) .  One person 
specifically suggested 1 500-$600 per month for the 1974/ 75 schodl 
year. Smaller course loads and a shorter work week such as four 
days were also suggested .  I n  addition , the following ideas were 
suggested to im prove future intern programs s 
--Have more planning. 
- -Have better commun ication, 
--Have a greater diversity of cours e s .  
- -Have partial or full academic c�edit for the 1ntP,rn work 
as in student teachin�. 
- -Have regular monthly �ripe sessions with P.VP.rvonP. 1 nvolvP�-­
open and frank . 
--Clarify the intern program objectives and respons ibi lities 
to everyone participating. 
--Do not restrict interns to one building or secti on.  
--Allow internrto help plan working respons ibi lities . 
--I ncorporate classes into what interns are doing at work. 
--Have a full time University representative present. 
Various other comments were of a �eneral nature and included 
the followings 
--" I don 't  believe that , in order to beco�e profP,ss1 onal ,  
one must suffer . "  
--"We need a salary suffici ent to live on without b�1n� 
i ndependently wealthy . "  
--"No one knows how much work I do . "  
--"We need help in finding hous ing. And we need some clear 
obj ectives and some goals . "  
)4 
-- "The program needs direc tion or a director . "  
--"The internship i s  a valuable experience , but emphasis 
needs to be on the intern assuming responsibili ties and 
1n1 tiat1ve/conf1dence building . "  
--"Courses should expand the intern ' s  background into new 
media areas of choice ( TV ,  Li brary S c i ence , Des i �n )  not 
be of the same type" as other interns . 
The adequacy of the survey instrument was genP.rally v1ew�d as 
solicit ing trte fee lin�s about the program . The dis tribution of 
respons es to the question was a 
xx 
Yes 
x xx xx x 
Partley 
There were several suggestions and comments regarding the 
survey ins trument and the evaluative process . Among them were 
comments that the survey form was an object ive measurement ,  but i t  
would be better to have a more subjective instrument by using written 
answers to "essay questions . "  Another i.ntern su;�ested personal 
intervi ews be used in the evaluation rather than survey rorms . An-
other in tern recommende� the in formation �athP.re� in the P.Valuat1on 
process be publi s hed , and that question seventeen on constraints 
be clari fied.  Others felt that no real change was neede� . 
Results of the Supervisor Surveys 
There were seven supervisors who worked directly with the 
e i ght intern s .  One supervi sor worked with two interns . 
The supervisors all indicated that they had had exposure to 
media t hrough media courses and all seven supervisors held media 
pos i tions , wi th s i x  of the seven in pos i tions of media director or 
coordinator. 
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Suggestions for add i t i onal experience or course work which 
m i ght better prepare a supervisor for workin� with an intP.rn in­
cluded i having supervisory courses w 1 t h  methods of education ,  a 
course ln sens i tivity training , simply clarifying and un� er­
s tanding expectations and respons ibi l i t ies for both the supervisor 
and intern. 
The supervisors reported spending a wide range of time working 
i n  the vicini ty or in the building with the intern and "available 
for personal discussion . "  Three supervisors indicated they were 
available fl ve or fewer hours per week , and ore "by reques t . "  
Other supervi sors reported spending five to twenty hours per week , 
ten hours , thirty hours and forty hours respectivelv workin� in 
the v i c i ni t y  of the intern. 
The . ob.}ect ives of the intern program as percfl!ived by the 
supervi sors included the followin�r 
--to provide the intern with prac tical experience and 
trainin� in a media center ( s i x  ·responses ) ,  
--to provi de the sponsoring schools and d i s tri cts with media 
service ( three ) ;  
--to provide the i ntern with the opportunity for research 
and media course work ( three ) r  
--to train the intern in the operation of a media center 
( one ) i 
--to prov ide the intern with experience in problem solv1n� . 
Most of the supervi sors felt that the activities an� r��pons 1 -
b i l i t i e s  assigned to the interns were hl�hly bene f 1 c 1 al . nut l e s  
ci ted were s i mi lar t o  those l i sted on the interns • suveys . 
As a general feeling , the supervisors saw a s tron� relationship 
between the interns • activities and the objectives of the program . 
The d i s tribution or responses follows. 
xxxx 
yes Partly 
J6 
No 
There was only one reported instance of undesirable guide-
lines or constraints. That constraint was a lack df advanced 
planning and preparation for the intern. Another person commented 
that he could have used an i ntern for televis ion prortuct1on alone, 
yet that was only one aspect of the media intP-rn pos ition. 
Five of the seven supervisors felt that one or more of the 
interns were placed under stress at some time during the year. 
The stresses were identified as the cost of living being too high 
compared to the i nterns ' salaries (mentions by four of the super­
visors) and lack of communication between the intern and the 
veterans administration. ,; 
Those aspects of the program perceived by the supervisors to 
have detracted most from the pro�essional experience 6f the interns 
included that the interns ' backgrounds and educational preparation 
varied consi derably and made course work hard to plan--that som� 
interns lacked the basic media courses --anrt that the�e was too much 
emphasis on research proj ects and papers at the specialist rt ��re� 
level. Other comments were that the program �ot started too late,  
the interns s hould have been chosen by the end of Spring, whereas 
some were chosen i n  August , there were "meanial tasks" assigned 
and the low salary resulted i n  some interns' developing a negative 
attitude. 
The factors which seemed to hinder the smooth functioning of 
the entire program were the late selection of interns , a lack of 
communication between Eastern, the districts and the interns , 
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and a lack o f  spe c 1 f 1 c  ob ject ives for the par t i c i pants i n  the 
program . Also menti oned as a hindering factor were the low 
intern salaries and a heavy class schedule for the interns . 
The most bene'f i cial aspects o f  the program wt th respect to 
prospects for the intern ' s  future employment and long range 
professional growth included the pra c t i cal experience in a school 
media program , especially the active involvement of the intern in 
servi ce , operat ion , produ ction,  superv i s i on and consultation with 
teachers . In essenc e ,  an in-nepth exposure to the �av to �av 
operation of a media program was the most benP.f 1 c 1 al asp�c t .  
Changes which the supervio rs SUQ;$1;eS teti for neyt yP.ar • s pro-
�ram included having atiequate anvance plannin� an� coordination 
before the intern program begins , establi s h ing definite obj ectives 
for the program , insuring bas i c  media course work prior to intern-
shi p ,  havin� a series of meetings for the purpose of airing 
problems and feelings wt th 1ntern.s ,  supervisors and coordi nators , 
and giving interns more real respons ibility and an increased 
salary. 
The supervisors as a group were mostly pos i tive about the 
survey instrumen t .  The dis tribution of responses to the question 
" Do you feel this survey instrument has adequatelv solici ted your 
feelings about the intern pro�ram was as follows : 
x x  
Yes 
xxxx 
Partly 
Suggestions for changing the survey instrument or the evaula-
tive process included having an informal di scuss ion of ob j ec t ives 
and evaluat ion ,  having less written material and more of a check 
system with a brief written explanat ion of the p�ogram , Another 
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commented ttgive me more �oom to write . '' S ome questions seemed 
m i sleading to the supervisor or d i ffi cult to understand . 
Results of the Cordinator and Program Surveys 
The coordinator and program surveys were completed by the 
individuals who , collective l y ,  adminis tered the intern program . 
These i n cluded the cordinator of each d i stri c t  and the coordinator 
of the program at Eastern I l l inois Univers i t y .  
There was agreement among the cordinators about the course 
offerings . The majority felt that the Adminis tration and Supervi­
s i on course , along with the Photography course , Television Pro­
ducti on , and Problems i n  Media courses be offered Fall Semester 
as they were the first year of the program . S im i larly the mB 1 ori ty 
felt that the S ystems course , Advanace �edia Des i �n ,  the R em i nar ann 
again Problems i n  Media be offeren durin� 8 pr1n� S emester. On� 
individual felt Media S ystems should be offered nurin� Fall ratheT 
t han Spring. Another felt the Seminar should be offered Fall 
Semester and relevi sion Produ ction be offered S pring S emester. 
The only other course suggested to be offered during the year was 
a pure administration course . 
The objecti ves o f  the i ntern program as perceived by the 
cordinators were : 
- - to provide practi cal experience in instructional 
media for the in tern i 
--to provide working assistance to the schools 1 
--to supplement media course work s 
--to provide the interns with the most mean1 n�ful 
learning experience possible . 
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The coordinators ' perception of the most profes s i onally 
beneficial activi ties for the interns corresponded fairly we l l  
w i t h  the interns ' perceptions . I ncluded i n  the l i s t  were the 
work wi th faculty , administrative experi ences , opportunities to 
face ''people problems"  in real s i tuations , and the opportuni t y  to 
observe a media pro�ram i n  depth.  
The coordinators each reported enga�ing in profess i onal 
discus s i o n ,  consultations or advisement sess i ons wi th the re­
spective interns outside of class time . The ec tual time s pent in 
this activity ranged from three or four hours per month to t�n 
or fi fteen hours per month.  A small amount of this  time was notP� 
as being evaluative in nature . 
·rwo of the coord i nators were aware of s tresses placed on the 
interns . The sources of the stress were s ugges ted as automobi les , 
personal problems and the problems with the G .  I .  B i l l .  
Only one of the four individuals surveyed o n  the C.ct>rdinator 
or pro�ram forms fe l t  that there exis ted any unde s i rable con­
straints or res trictions . That constraint was i dent i f i ed as fund­
ing. I t  was felt that the Univers i ty should fund the pro�ram , at 
leas t at a subs istence level for the interns . 
I t  was reported that the program ' s  financial support camP­
solely from the cooperating school d i s tricts , and no alt�rnative 
to that fund ing vehi cle exis ted at the time . 
Among the aspects of the program which detracted mos t from the 
profess i onal experience gained by the interns i ncluded the newness 
of the program and the laek of preparation before the program began. 
Also menti oned was that the courses were d i fficult to plan because 
of the diverse media backgrounds of the in terns and a lack of ad­
visor contacts and di scussions.  
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Those aspects of the p:rogra1t1 viewed as a. hinrlra.nce to the 
smooth operations included the late selection of interns , their 
lack of bas i c  courses , and the absence of e s tablished pol icy . 
Comments about the program ' s  most bene ficial aspects were 
almost iden t i cal to those c i te d  by the superv isors . They included 
the practi cal , on the j ob working experi ence , facing and dealing 
with teachers , and observing a media program in depth.  
Changes in the program that were suggested by the coordinators 
included a 
provide more lead time for planning the pro�ram and the 
interns ' activit ies s 
improve the O'Drdinat1 on between the d i s tri c ts an� the 
Un1vers i t y s  
t i ghten the course offerings . 
A general comment made by one individual was that both the 
school and the in tern need to perceive the experience as " giving, 
not just ge tting . "  
The surveys were thought to have soli c i te d  the c00rdinators ' 
feelings more than partly. The dis tribution of responses was 
as follows 1 
xxx x 
Partly 
One individual suggested that the surveys be im prove� by 
" further explanation . "  
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SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The surveys were completed by all of the part i c i pants in the 
intern program . The questions on P.ach survey varierl s li �htlv at 
each level from intern to supervi sor to coordinator to pro�ram 
director according to appropriateness ann applicab i l i t y .  TnP. 
surveys attempted to obtain information about the most worthwhile 
aspects of the program , about the negative aspects of the program , 
about the courses which were taught , and about the working experiences 
of the interns . Each of these areas was approached in several 
questions on each survey . 
The most worthwhile aspects of the program were perceived to 
be the job experience , in genera l ,  that was obtained by each of 
the interns . S peci fically ,  these inc luded the day by day exposure 
to school media problems involvement with facult y ,  practi cal s i tu­
ation s , and the production facili ties . The most worthwhi le noursPs 
from the interns ' perspectives were the Systems cours e ,  the A�m1n 1 -
s tration and Superv i s i on cours e ,  and the Televis ion prod uction 
cours e .  
There were several problems and some dissatisfaction en-
countered during the year , among them loosely s tructured classes , 
a lack of time for both classes and a full work schedule , and an 
insuffi cient salary. The program was perceived to be d i sorgani zed 
at fi rs t and wi thout spec i f i c  goals and objectives . 
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Several suggestions were contributed on the surveys to 
increase the value of the in terns ' experiences . An August plan­
ning session could be scheduled for all of the part i c i pants in thP. 
program , followed up each month with plannin�/gr 1 pP. sess i ons . 
An increase 1 n  the salary of the interns was su��ested as essential 
in view of increases in the overall cost of living each year. 
I t  was bel ieved that a greater degree of flexibi l i ty of each intern 's 
time would benefi t the whole program . Most participants indicated 
that seven to ten semester hours ( c lasses ) per semester would 
have been optimal , given the i r  respective work loads . I t  was also 
felt that there ought to be a set of program objectives that each 
indivi dual in the program , including supervi sors , coordinators and 
i nterns , could understand and work toward . 
I n  summary , the first year of the intern pro�ram was a success 
in so far as mos t of the interns were ablA to �ain a �rP.at �eal 
of personal experience n i rectly involved in an on�oin� school mP-� ta 
program . The interns func t i oned , to an extent and at various times , 
i n  a supervi sory pos i t i on ,  i n  a production pos i t ion,  and in a 
faculty consultant pos i t ion. This variety seemed to prov ide a well 
rounded set of pro fessional experiences for the interns. 
Conclusions 
The ma in purpose of the media in tern program was to provide 
the intern w i th opportun i t i es for gaining practical experiences in 
the operation of a school media center,  while also providing the 
cooperating school with professional media expertise throu�h the 
intern . Another purpose was to provide the opportunity for the 
intern to gain Univers i ty cred i t s  throu�h coursP.s taught 1 n  thP. 
area . Both the main purpose and the s econdary purpose were 
accompl i s hed. 
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Although there was some cons i s tency amon� the part i c i pants 
( i nterns , supervisors , coordinators , and pro�ram directors ) con- 1 
cerning objectives , there was neither adequate understanain� of 
nor agreement on the main ob jec tives of the pro�ram by all of 
the parti c i pant s .  
The obj ectives that were ci ted by at least three o f  the 
participants were a 
to provide the intern with prac tical job experience i n  
a media cente r s  
to provide the cooperating schools with media services 
t hrough the intern� 
to provide the intern with the opportuni ty for research 
and media course work .  
All of the above objectives were accompli s hed , accordin� t o  the 
feedback on the evaluation surveys . 
The greatest s trength of the intern program appears to havP. 
been the prac tical experience gained by the intern . Almost all of 
the part i c i pants ci ted the on-the-job and day to day exposure to 
problems as well as to routine activ i t i es as being one of the most 
beneficial aspects of the program . And also ci ted was the divers i ty 
of experi ences encountered , such as administrative , produc t i on ,  
and consultative activi ties . One other benefit of the experience 
was that the year of the internship may be vi ewed in the future by 
a s chool sys tem as professional experi ence , placing the individual 
one s tep hi gher on the salary schedule than he/she would have 
otherwise been. 
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Another strong aspect of the program was the course work 
taken by the interns . The courses on Media Sys tems , Adminis tra­
tion and Superv i s i on ,  and on Television Produc t i on were viewed as 
being very benefi cial . The qual i t y  of the course content and 
the instructors as well as the fac i l i t i es in the produc t i on courses 
contributed to the value of the courses . 
The most s i gni ficant problems that occurre� rlur1n� the v�ar 
involved planning, fund ing and well defined objectives . 
There was con s i derable criticism given to what appP.arert to 
the par t i c i pants as lack of planning and preparation ror the pro­
gram . S ince this was the firs t  year of the program , i t  may be 
understandable that everything dti not run smoothly at firs t .  
However ,  some i nterns were selected as late as one month before 
the program began, and this was insuff i c i en t  lead time for the 
districts to fully accommodate the intern . 
rhe funding support for the program was another ma.1or problem . 
The i nterns ' salaries were provided solely by the s chools . The 
actual amounts each intern received was viewe� as very ina�equate 
for the suburban Chi cago area . 
Another major problem resulted from uncertain objectiveR 
for the intern program . No one had a definite l i s t  of ob 1 ectives 
to which he/she could refer . Conflicts in time s pent doing course 
work and time doing professional work at the s c hool occurred . Al­
t hough some courses were viewed as being very bene fic ial , several 
courses were viewed as not being professionally benefi c i a l ,  They 
inc luded Advance Medi a Des ign, Seminar, and S pecial Problems . 
There were several other concerns expressed by various 
participants that could be s i �nifi cant in future programs i f  
not cons i dered. These problems involved less t han adequate com­
muni cat i on and advisor contact between the Univers i t y ,  the schools 
and the i n terns , and the variation in media backgrounds of the 
i nterns . Some individuals had practically no media experience or 
course work prior to the internshi p ,  while others had completed 
a Maste r ' s  Degree in media.  Mos t of the interns enrolled in some 
of the same courses . 
There were numerous changes suggested by the partic ipants , 
as can be read in the Findin�s . The most important su��estions are 
l i s ted in the following section of recommenrtations . 
Recommen�ations 
A comment made by one of the interns in the v 1 � eo tape of the 
program was that the interns hip was like playin� in the ma jor 
leagues ( o f baseball )  before you get to play in the major leagues . 
The inference was that the media intern truly could become the 
profess i onal for which he/she was trained, applying that expertise 
to real s i tuations in an active school setting ,  whi le not needing 
to go through the process o� j ob hunting,  being hired and contract­
ing into a full time pos i ti on o  Such opportuni ties are i nfrequent 
today , and for that reason alone the Ins tructi onal Me1ia Intern Pro­
�ram should be continued . 
Funding i s  criti cal to the ultimate success o� the pro�rarn an� 
to the value of the experience to the intern . A fun�in� formula 
whi ch would provide adequate subsis tence to the intern is neede� . 
Funding from the Univers i ty should be explored , as well as s hould 
federal or s tate grant money. Another option that shoula be 
explored is to have j oint sponsorship b y  the local � t s t � 1 n t  
and the Univers i t y .  
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Intern appli cants , 1 t  seems , mus t have some ml nimum com­
peten c i e s  in media in order to function comfortably even at the 
beginning of the program in September. A medical intern has a 
consid erable background in medi c i ne when he/she begins as an in­
tern in a hospi tal . I t  would be unreali s t i c  to call a person a 
media intern who has l i t tle or no background i n  instructi onal 
technology. I t  i s  recommended that mi nimum compe tencies or qual­
i f i cations be es tablished by the University for the media intern , 
and that these competencies include bas t e  ins tructional media 
courses and/or prior experience as a media s pe c ialis t .  Qualifvin� 
courses could be taken by the prospect ive intern �urtn� the sumrne� 
term before the internship.  
More definite obJectives and purpoSP.S o f  the intern pro�ram 
should be es tabli s hed , and copies s hould b e  d i s tributed to all 
par t i c i pants . A certain degree of fle xibi l i ty should be i ncorporat­
ed into the l i s t  to allow for indivi dual d i fferences and s c hool 
priori t i es . Each intern should be viewed as a profe s s i onal ( each 
would be certified as every other faculty member ) .  Each s hould 
have a j ob descri ption from the s c hoo l ,  whi ch s hould be different 
from the program objectives . 
Planning and preparat i on for the intern program shou!d be-
gin early enough in the previous school year to allow for pub li c i t v ,  
recrui tment , and applicant intervi ews to be nomplP.ten bv Tune 
before the internship be�ins . This time frame should also a l low 
for any preparatory or qualifyin� course work to be �omplet�� by 
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the intern before the internship be�1ns . An ori entation meAtin� 
for all of the part i c i pants shouln be conductP.rt prior to or at 
the beginning of the pro�ram in the locale of the pro�ram . I n  
additi on , monthly o r  bimonthly seminars shoulrt be hel� in a rA­
laxed atmosphere to monitor the personal feel ings of the interns 
and others involved i n  the program . Whether such a meeting be 
considered a "gripe session , "  " planning sess ion , "  or " program 
meeti n g ,  .. i s  less relevant than the central purposes a to air 
fee l i ngs , identify developing problems before they become major 
problems , and maintain maximum communi cation between all part­
i c i pants . 
The opportunity for research and course work i s  also vitally 
important to the impact of the i ntern experience . The opti�um 
course load for the interns seeme� to be aroun� f i ftP.en to twentv­
one semester hours for the year, Ad�1tional course work bevon� 
this amount should be suggested to be taken the summP.r te'Tm rollow­
ing the 1nternsh1p. The excellent fac1iities and high caliber of 
in structors should be maintainen to i nsure valuable class exper­
i ences . It  i s  also recommended that those courses c i ted i n  this 
study as being not pro fes s i onally benefi c i a l  be evaluated and up­
graded to better provide the intern with maximum professional 
benefit. 
Communi cation ts an essential element of any organ1zation or 
program . During the first year of a program pommun i cat1on pat­
terns are usually developed and establ ished , Commun1cat 1 on, thP.re­
fore , �ay be less than a�equate in the be�i nnin�. Rur.h appPars 
to be the case i n  the f i rst year of this media i ntern pro�ra� . 
I n  subsequent years , it  i s  recommendert that contact bP.tween the 
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Univers ity and the intern for advisement purposes , and between 
the Univers i ty ,  the coordinators and the supervisors for coordlna-
t l on purpose be carefully es tabl i s hed and conducted frequently 
enough to maintain optimum communi cation among all parties involve d .  
Final l y ,  the one aspect o f  the program that was perhaps of 
greatest importance to the interns was the on-the- 1ob exper1enc� . 
Each intern was in a d i fferent media s i tuation ,  workin� with a 
di fferent age level of studen t .  Yet each o f  the interns had 
s im i lar experiences . Each dealt with routine , day to day proces ses . 
Each also dealt with unique problems which arose suddenly requir­
ing some immediate action. Each dealt with faculty to some degre e .  
Each dealt with production tasks . Each dealt w i t h  administrative 
respons ibili ties as wel l .  One of the coordinators explained i n  the 
video tape that the intern would encounter a great variety of 
experiences and problems ln this i ntern program . He/she would 
experience more aspects o f  media in one year in this program than 
he/she would ln ten years in a small school system .  Thi s thou�ht 
of professi onal preparat i on and competence was echoe1 by onP. of 
t h e  superv i s ors who felt that the intern who was with him harl ha� 
exposure to practi cally any s i tuation he might encountP.r in th� 
media field.  It  i s  felt by this author that wi thin this d ivers ity 
' 
of experiences rests the greatest potential of the program . Further-
more , i t  i s  recommended that the emphasis on providing the intern 
with a divers i t y  of med ia experiences be maintained. Each person 
i s  an individua l ,  so each nfedia pos i tion will also be d i ffernet 
from every other pos i t ion. The most that the media intern program 
can do l s  to expose the individual to the greatest possible variety 
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o f  c i rcumstance s ,  whi c h ,  hope fully, will best prepare the int ern 
to adequately deal with whatever s i tuation he/she m i �ht encounter 
as a profess i onal . 
APPENDIX 
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Intern Survey 
This survey will atte11q>t to facilitate the evaluation of the first year of the 
Intern Program; it is in no way intended to nor will it be used to evaluate any 
participant . Your responses will be held confidential to the author, and will be 
used only to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Intern Program and to 
suggest possible changes for the benefit of the participants of next year' s  programl 
INSTRUCTIONS : Complete each of the following questions or statements by writing in 
or checking the appropriate information. Consider each question carefully, and 
attempt to answer each one in turn (some questions relate to the one preceeding it) . 
Name Intern' s  Job Title ������������ 
1 .  In what building or school do you work as an intern? �����������-
2. Who is your immediate supervisor? ����������������������� 
3 .  Who is your district coordinator? ��������������������� 
4 .  What academic degree are you pursuing during your internship? (check one) 
BS MS Ed. S Other ������-
5 .  At the end of the Spring Semester, 1974 , how many semester hours of graduate 
credit will you have earned toward your degree in Instructional Media during 
your internship? ��������-
Do you feel more or fewer courses during the year would have allowed you 
a more professionally beneficial experience as an intern? 
More Same Fewer 
6 .  As a general feeling did the courses you attended during the year seem academi­
cally satisfactory and beneficial in comparison to on campus courses you took 
prior to the internship? (mark the appropriate place) 
Lacking Satisfactory Outstanding 
7 . Which specific coursetB) do you feel was most prfessionally beneficial? 
(limit to no more than three) 
Why do you think the course(s) was beneficial? �������������-
8 .  Describe any course or unit within a course that you feel was inappropriate or 
not beneficial to you as an intern. (be as specific as possible) ������ 
What difference in that course would have made it more beneficial? 
Intern Survey - 2 
In your own words , why did you become an Instructional. Media Intern this 
year? 
What are the objecti.ves of the Intern Program as you percei.ve them? 
What personal objectives did you have in addition to the objectives of the 
program? Did you accomplish them? And, if you wish, describe them. 
What were your responsibilities and activities during your i.nternship . (please 
be as specific as possible) 
To the right of each item i.n your li.st of activities above , i.dentify the 
approximate number of hours per week you were so engaged. 
As a general feeling did your activities as an intern correspond to the 
objectives o f  the program? 
Yes Partly No 
Identify each i.tem in your list of activiti.es according to how you feel each 
to be professionally beneficial, regardless of how much time you spent on i.t . 
(mark a one ( 1) before those which you believe were very beneficial; mark a 
two (2) before those you feel were somewhat beneficial; and a three (3) before 
those you feel were not apparently beneficial to you professionally. 
As a general feeling did you think that the intern program was organized and 
adequately administrered? 
Yes Partly No 
Did you feel that adequate professional guidance and assistance was easily 
accessible? �Always ,  �Most Times, �Sometimes, �Seldom, Never 
Did you feel any undesi reable guideline s ,  constraints, or restrictions were 
placed on you or on the program by any group or individual (ei ther partici­
pating or not participating in the intern program) ? 
__ Yes, No 
Intern Survey - 3 
.se indicate: __ Single, __ Marr:i.ed, • • •  Number of Children 
_
__ 
_ 
What was your gross monthly salary as an intern? $ �-----
D:i.d you feel that that salary alone was adequate to live in northeastern 
Illino:i.s? 
Did you have any supplemental income in addition to the internship (such 
as spouse worked , G . I .  Bill, extra job, etc . 
__ Yes, No 
How much did it actually cost you per month to live in the area as an intern? 
$ 
'RUCTIONS : In the following questions you may respond with additional infor­
on not contained in the survey, or you may reemphasize any :information already 
red. 
those aspects of this year ' s  program which you feel detracted most from the 
essional experience you were getting . 
aspects of the program seemed to hinder the smooth funct:i.oning of the program 
whole? 
those aspects o f  this year ' s  program which you feel were the most benefic:i.al 
·ou with respect to future employment and long range professional growth. 
would you change next year ' s  program to insure that it is a more professionally 
.rding experience to each person in the program? 
.TIONAL COMMENTS you would like to make : 
IT THE SURVEY : Do you feel thi.s survey instrument has adequately solicited your 
.ings about your internship? 
Yes Partly No 
would you change the survey or the evaluative process? 
upe·rvisor Survey 
his survey will attempt to facilitate the evaluation of the first year of the 
ntern Program; i t  is in no way :f.ntended to nor will it be used to evaluate any 
articipant. Your responses wi.11 be held confidential to the author, and will be 
sed only to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Intern Program and to 
uggest possible changes for the benefit of the parti.cipants of next year ' s  program. 
NSTRUCTION S :  Complete each of the following questions or statements by writi.ng 
n or checking the appropriate information. Consider each question carefully, and 
t tempt to answer each one in turn (some questions relate to the one preceeding it) . 
ame Job Title 
In what school or building do you work? 
Which i.ntern ( s )  is under your direct supervision? 
����������������� 
In the remaining questions you may want to ref er to each intern separately 
if you work with more than one. Word your comments or mark your responses 
to clearly indicate to which intern your answer pertains . 
What previous experience wi.th Media did you have prior to accepting an intern 
this year? (you may mark more than one) . 
__ exposure to media courses 
__ experience with media i.n a previous teaching position 
__ experience in a non.:.school media-type positi.on (radio, TV, public Library) 
__ 
experience as a media grad assistant or intern 
__ experience as a production specialist 
experience as a media director/coordinator 
--Other 
What additional experience or courses do you think would benefit a 
supervisor preparing to accept an intern for a year? 
Approximately how many hours per week were you working in the vicinity of the 
intern, or "in the building" available for personal discussion 
���������
What are the objectives of the intern program as you perceive them? 
List below the intern ' s  speci f i c  responsibilities and activities. (please be as 
specific as possible) 
Supervisor Survey - 2 
As a genreal feeling did the intern' s  activities correspond to the objectives 
of the program.? 
YES PARTLY NO 
Identify what aspect of the program or objectives was not accomplished, 
if any 
----------�--�--�--�----�����--------�----------�--�------�
Identify each item in your list of activities on page one according to how you ... feel each to,, professionally beneficial, regardless of how much time was spent 
on it.  (Mark a one ( 1) before those which you feel were very beneficial, a 
two (2) before those whj ch you feel were somewhat benefici.al, and a three (3) 
before those you feel were not outwardly beneficial to the intern. 
Did you feel any undesireable guidelines ,  constraints, or restrictions were 
placed on you or on the program by any group or individual (either participating 
or not participating in the intern program) ___yes, no. 
If so, explain its nature �--------�------�----------------------------�
Were you aware at any time during the year of any stress placed on any of the 
interns due to financial situation? ___yes , no . 
If so, to what specific cause can you attribute this · stress? 
STRUCTION S :  In the following questions, you may respond with additional infor­
tion not contained in the survey, or you may reemphasize any information already 
11ered. 
st those aspects of this year ' s  program which you feel detracted most from the 
ofessional experience the interns were getting. 
------------�----------------------
at aspects of this year ' s  program seemed to M.nder the smooth functioning of the 
ogram as a whole? �--------��--��--�--------------------------------�------�-
st those aspects of the program which you feel were the most beneficial to the 
terns with respect to future employment and long range professional growth 
N would you change next year ' s  program to insure that i t  is a more professionally 
warding experience for each person in the program? 
----�------------------------�
)ITIONAL COMMENTS you would like to make : 
)UT THE SURVEY : Do you feel this survey instrument has adequately soU.c.! ted your 
�ings about the Intern Program? 
YES PARTLY NO 
i would you change the survey or the evaluative process? 
------��--�--------�� 
Coordinator Survey 
This survey will attempt to facilitate the evaluation of the first year of the 
Intern Program; i t  is in no way intended nor w111 1 t  be used to evaluate any 
participant . Your responses wjll be held confidential to the author and will be 
used only to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Intern Program and to 
suggest possible changes for next year ' s  program to insure its optimum benefit 
to the participants . 
INSTRUCTION S :  Complete ea�h o f  the following questions or statements b y  writing 
in or checking the appropriate information . Consi.der each quest i on carefully, 
and attempt to answer each one in turn(some questions relate to the one pre­
:eeding i.t ) .  
fame Unit District 
------------
L .  List those participants who worked as 1nterns in your di.strict ----------
Since several of the interns may have been under your direction, in the remaining 
questions you may want to refer to each intern separately. Word your comments or 
mark your responses to clearly indicate to wh1ch intern your answer pertains . 
During the school year , the following courses were offered in the area: 
FALL 
Administration and Supervision 
--Photography --
Televisi.on Producti.on 
--Problems i.n Media 
SPRING 
__ 
Media Systems 
Advanced Med i a  Design 
Seminar 
Problems i.n Media 
In order to determine whjch of the courses offered th1s year might be offered 
at a more desireable time for greater benefit to the interns next year , place 
an F before those courses which you believe should be offered during Fall 
Semester and an S before those courses whjch you think should be offered 
during Spring Semester. 
List any other courses you think might be offered next year in this area for 
the professional bene f i t  of the interns 
What are the objectives of the INstruct ional Media Intern Program as you 
perceive them? 
--------------------------------�
Regarding the activities and responsibilities in which the interns were involved ,  
categori ze or identify those activities which you feel were most pro�essi onally 
beneficial to the interns , especially in terms of their future employment oppor-
tunities and long range professional growth 
---------------------
Coordinator Survey - 2 
5 .  Approximately how much time per week or per month outside o f  classes were 
engaged in professional discussions , consultations , or advisement with any 
of the interns? 
How much of that time was evaluative in nature? 
5 .  Were you aware at any time during the year of any stress placed on any of the 
i.nterns due t o  financial s:f.tuat:i.ons? ___yes, no. 
If s o ,  to what specific cause can you attribute this stress? 
7 .  Did you feel any undesireable guideline s ,  constraints or restri.ctions were placed 
on you or on the program by any group or :f.ndividual (either particpati.ng or not 
parti cipating in the intern program) 
___ Je s , no . 
��STRUCTIONS: In the following questions, you may respond with additional i.nforma­
:ion not con tined in the survey, or you may reemphasi.ze any information already 
�overed. 
,ist those aspects of this year ' s  program whi ch you feel detracted most from the 
>rofessional experience the interns were getti.ng . 
That aspects of the program seemed to h i nder the smooth functi.oni.ng of the program 
1s a whole? 
.ist those aspects of this year ' s  program which you feel were the most beneficial to 
:he · interns with respect to future emplowment and long range professional growth 
low would you change next year ' s  program to insure that it is a more professi.onally 
·ewarding experience for each person in the program? 
DDITIONAL COMMENTS you would like to make: 
�OUT THE SURVEY : Do you feel this survey instrument has adequately solicited your 
eelings about the Intern Program? 
YES PARTLY NO 
·ow would you change the survey or the evaluat ive process? 
' 
rogram Survey 
his survey will at tempt to facilitate the evaluation of the first year of the 
ntern Program; i t  is in no way intended to nor will it be used to evaluate any 
articipant . Your responses will be held confidentjal to the author, and will be 
sed only to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Intern Program and to 
uggest possible changes for the benefit of the participants of next year ' s  program. 
NSTRUCTIONS : Complete each of the following questj ons or statements by writing in , 
r checking the appropriate information . Consider each question carefully, and 
ttempt to answer each one in turn (some questions relate to the one preceeding it ) .  
ame Position 
During the school year, the following courses were offered in the area: 
FALL SPRING 
Supervision and Administration -
Photography -Television Production 
_Media Systems 
Advanced Medi.a Design 
Problems i n  Media 
Seminar 
-
Problems in Media 
In order to determine which of the courses offered this year might be offered 
at a more desireable time for greater bene f j t  to the jnterns , place an F 
before those courses which in your j udgement should be offered during Fall 
Semester and an S before those courses whi.ch should be offered Spring. 
. . What are the objectives of the Instruct ional Media Intern Program as you 
perceive them? 
+ .  
During the semester in which you were travelling to the area for intern classes, 
how many hours per week were you engaged i.n preparation , coordination, or admini­
stration of the intern· program or classes ( include in-class time ) ?  
Did you feel any undesireable guidelines, constraints , or restrictions were 
placed on you or on the program by any group or individual (either partici­
pating or not participating in the i.ntern program) ? __ Ye s ,  No 
If s o ,  explain i.ts nature 
5 .  Through what means or process is financial support available to participants 
in the Eastern Illinois Instructional Media Intern Program? 
What alternatives or variations exist to increase the actual f:i.nanc:i.al 
stipend to the intern? 
Program Survey - 2 
NSTRUCTIONS : In the following questions, you may respond with additional infor­
ation not contained in the survey or you may reemphasize any i.nformation already 
overed. 
ist those aspects of this year ' s  program which you feel detracted most from 
he professi.onal experience the interns were getting. 
hat aspects of the program seemed to hinder the smooth functi.oning of the program 
s a whole? 
ist those aspects of this year ' s  program which you feel were the most beneficial 
o the interns with respect to future employment and long range professional growth. 
ow would you change nexy year ' s  program to insure that it is a more professionally 
ewarding experience to each person in the program? 
DDITIONAL COMMENTS you would like to make : 
BOUT THE SURVEY : Do you feel this survey instrument has adequately solicited 
·our feelings about the Intern Program? 
Yes Partly No 
low would you change the survey or the evaluative process? 
